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TERMINOLOGY 
Accommodations: The dioptric adjustment of the eye (to obtain maximal sharpness of 
retinal imagery) for an object of regard; focus. 
Amblyopia: Reduced visual acuity not correctable by refractive means and not 
attributable to obvious structural or pathological ocular anomalies. 
Binocular: Pertaining to or affecting both eyes. 
Convergence: The turning inward of the lines of sight towards each other. 
Diplopia: The condition in which a single object is perceived as two objects rather 
than one. 
Fixation: The movement of an eye which functions to position the retina to receive 
images on the fovea. 
Heterolateral: The opposite sides of the body i.e., left foot, right hand. 
Homolateral: The same side of the body. 
Monocular: Pertaining or affecting one eye. 
Simultaneous Vision: Ability to see both images presented to the brain from each eye. 
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ANGLES IN THE SNOW 
Eqpipment: None. 
Procedure: The patient lays on the ground. Ask the patient, "Can you raise your left 
arm?; Your right arm?; Your left foot?; Your right foot?" See if the patient can 
properly identify all his/her appendages. If he/she can not touch the hand or foot of 
question as a feedback mechanism, ask the patient to raise and lower a different hand 
or foot in a random pattern. 
Next, see if the patient can raise one of his/her arms in conjunction with one of 
his/her feet. Repeat this procedure with random patterns. 
Things to Look For: Watch for left and right reversals. See if any appendages or 
body side is harder to perform. 
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DR. PATIENT L/R CALL OUT 
Equipment: None. 
Procedure: The therapist and patient stand face to face 3-5 feet away from each 
other. The first phase of this exercise is simply to ask the patient to raise his/her left 
foot, next the right hand. Then ask the patient to raise his/her left hand and finally 
his/her right foot. The therapist then calls out the different appendages in random 
order. After the patient has mastered this part of the exercise, he/she is ready for 
phase two. 
The therapist raises a hand or a foot. The patient must then raise the same appendage 
as the therapist. The patient must also call out whether Lor R was called. 
Things to Look For: Incorrect L/R identification. The patient should raise the same 
hand or foot as the therapist. This should not be a mirror image. Remember: L/R is 
relative to observation. 
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HOMOLATERAL CRAWL 
Equipment: None. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to get on their hands and knees. The therapist 
then demonstrates moving forward by moving the left hand and left foot together. 
The next motion forward is with the right hand and foot crawling homolaterally. The 
patient is asked to crawll0-20 feet forward, turn around and return. Once the 
homolateral crawl is successfully done on two complete trips, the patient is then asked 
to crawl forward 20 feet, then backwards. The backwards crawl should be performed 
as above, but with backward Homolateral movements. Once this is accomplished 
have the patient call out Left or Right with that sides movement. 
Things to Look For: Watch for "awaiked" crawling. See if any side is harder than 
the other. Successful reinforcement is paramount. If reverse homolateral crawl is not 
possible do not force it. Start slowly and build from the lower level. 
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CONTRA-CRAWL 
Equipment: None. 
Procedure: The patient is asked to get on his/her hands and knees. The therapist also 
gets on his/her hands and knees and demonstrates the procedure. Starting with the 
Left foot and Right hand, the patient "Crawls" moving his/her Right foot and Left 
hand. This should be done at the same time. The patient and therapist should crawl 
with alternate hand and foot movements the full length of the therapy room. The 
patient should turn around and crawl back the full length of the room. The patient 
should also call out the name of the hand in front. Once this task is easily 
accomplished, the patient is asked to crawl forward the length of the room and crawl 
backwards repeating the process in reverse. 
Things to Look For: See if the patient has difficulty moving foot and opposite hand 
simultaneously. See if one foot or hand moves more difficultly. If the patient can not 
do the contra/crawl, physically move the foot and hand. This will give the patient a 
biofeedback method to complete the "crawl". Repeat the physical manipulation if the 
patient has trouble with the reverse contra/crawl. 
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CROSS MARCHING 
Equipment: None. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to march. The patient should march with 
hand/foot contralaterality. The patient is told to start on his/her left foot with his/her 
right hand extended. The patient takes a step with his/her Right foot and extends 
his/her Left hand. The patient then marches with a foot and opposite hand extended. 
When the patient is able to walk contralaterality, then have the patient perform the 
same task walking backwards. The patient should call out the name of the extended 
foot. 
Options: Load the task. Ask the patient simple questions like ... "Two plus One? 
What's your favorite color or subject in school?'' 
Things to Look For: See if the patient has trouble with one side. If the patient can 
not do the reverse march or he/she can not go back to forward marching, then slowly 
work on the reversal being careful not to frustrate the patient. 
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SKIPPING- FORWARD, BACKWARDS, ROTATING 
Equipment: None. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to skip. The patient should skip with Left foot 
and Right hand forward and skip with opposing hand and foot forward. Once this is 
easily completed, the patient is instructed to skip forward the length of the therapy 
room and then skip backwards, repeating the process in reverse. The therapist should 
stand at the end of the room to prevent the patient from skipping backwards into the 
wall or any objects. After this is accomplished have him try the advanced method. 
Skipping in a complete 10 foot circle. 
Things to Look For: See if any side or appendage is harder for the patient. Watch 
for loss of balance. Can the patient correctly call out the front foot? If the patient 
can not complete the task, give the patient feedback by physically moving the 
appendages. If skipping still is not accomplished start the patient at a lower bilateral 
exercise. 
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BALL BOUNCE L/R 
Equipment: One Four-Square Ball. 
Procedure: Ask the patient to bounce the balllO times with his/her Right hand and 
10 times with the Left hand. Next, ask the patient to bounce the ball 5 times with 
his/her Left hand and 5 with the Right hand. Then ask the patient to bounce the ball 
two times in both hands. Finally, ask the patient to bounce the ball alternating Left 
and Right hands. 
Things to Look For: Watch to see if either hand is more difficult (non-dominant 
should be harder at first, but should steadily improve). Look for loss of balance or 
postural anomalies. 
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CROSS MIDLINE WALKING RAIL 
Equipment: 6 Foot 2 x 4. 
Procedure: The board is placed flat on the ground. The patient starts at one end of 
the board. The patient strattles the board. The patient takes his/her Left foot and 
crosses it over the board and places it on the Right side of the board. Next, the Right 
foot crosses over the board and is placed on the Left side of the board. This process 
is repeated the entire length of the board. The patient then pivots on his/her front 
foot, turns around, and repeats the process back down the length of the board. This 
should be done until the patient can easily complete the task. 
Now have the patient walk forward the length of the board. Have him return 
repeating the process in reverse. If the patient can not complete either the forward or 
reverse midline cross, physically move the patients feet. This will give the patient the 
biofeedback to complete the task. Have the patient call out which foot he/she is 
crossmg. 
Things to Look For: Watch for patient losing his/her balance. See if any side is 
harder than the other. 
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BALANCE BEAM 
Equipment: One 6 Foot 4 inch x 6 inch Board (sanded) mounted on two 12 Foot 6 
inch x 6 inch boards with four inch cut-outs. 
Procedure: The patient starts on the Left foot and walks the length of the board. The 
patient should walk from heel to toe. At the end of the board the patient should pivot 
on the front foot and walk back heel to toe. This should be done until the patient can 
complete the task easily. Next, have the patient call out which foot is placed in front. 
Then, see if the patient can walk forward the length of the board and walk backwards 
repeating the process in reverse. 
Things to Look For: See if the patient can keep balanced. Next, see if it is harder or 
if he/she loses his/her balance on any particular side. If the patient can not perform 
the initial task try doing it on a 6 foot piece of tape on the floor. If the reversal walk 
is too difficult also start slowly on the tape. Do not frustrate the patient. 
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TWISTER 
Equipment: Twister Game (Milton Bradley). 
Procedure: The twister mat is placed on the floor and the patient removes his/her 
shoes. The therapist spins the twister dial and calls out the corresponding hand or 
foot and color. The patient then places the proper hand or foot on the appropriate 
color. The therapist spins the dial again and the process is repeated. If a second 
therapist is available have the two play against each other. This helps keep the 
patient's interest longer. 
Things to Look For: Watch for L/R errors. See if any side or individual foot or 
hand is harder to complete. 
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ALTERNATE TAP MARSDEN BALL 
1. Homolateral 
2. Contralateral 
Equipment: One 2 Foot 1h inch Doweling; and One Marsden Ball. 
Procedure: The Marsden ball is lowered to just above hip level. The patient is then 
instructed to put his/her Left foot forward and tap the Marsden ball with the Left part 
of the doweling. While the ball is swinging away, the patient "hops" and puts his/her 
Right foot forward and Left foot back. The patient then taps the returning ball with 
the Right side of the stick. This Homolateral tap is repeated. The patient should call 
out the name of the forward foot. Repeat until easily accomplished. 
Phase Two: The patient now repeats the same procedure except, the ball is now 
tapped with the opposite side of the extended foot (Contralateral). This contralateral 
movement is then repeated until automation has occurred. 
Things to Look For: Watch for a side that is harder to perform. Look for loss of 
balance or missing "taps'' on the ball. If the patient can not perform either the 
Homolateral or Contralateral tap, physically move the patient's hand and foot. This 
will give the patient the proper ioceptive feedback to complete the task. 
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TRAMPOLINE ARROWS 
Equipment: Mini Trampoline; and Chalkboard. 
Procedure: The therapist draws a series (5 to 10) arrows. They should vary in 
direction (Left, Right, Up, Down). The patient is then instructed to "bounce" on the 
trampoline (8 inches to 1 foot). Next, tell the patient as he/she hits the highest point 
of the bounce to call out the direction of the arrows. This should be done in a Left to 
Right fashion similar to reading. 
Options: Have the patient clap and call out the direction of the arrows. Have the 
patient call out the opposite direction of the arrows. 
Things to Look For: Can the patient keep his/her place and are the direction of the 
arrows correct? Does "loading" the task cause directional errors or loss of balance. 
Are there L/R reversals. 
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BALANCE BOARD 
1. Stationary 
2. Tootie Toss 
Equipment: One 18 Foot x 28 inch piece of 14 inch Plywood; One 18 Foot piece of 
2 x 4 (The 2 x 4 should be screwed in bisecting the length, running parallel to the 
width. The plywood should be against the 2 inch inside forming a "T'' .); and One 
Tootie Bag. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to place both feet on either side of the board. 
Have the patient fixate on a spot or object. The patient then tries to balance evenly on 
the board (spot visualization helps balance). Once this is easily accomplished see if 
the patient can continue balancing while looking around and describing objects in the 
room. 
Phase Two: The patient should be able to balance easily before attempting this phase. 
The patient balances on the board. The therapist then tosses the "tootie" at the patient 
. The patient should catch and toss back the bag. To make the task harder have the 
patient catch the too tie with a hand that is called out during the toss. See if the patient 
can catch it with the opposite hand that is called. 
Things to Look For: Does the patient consistently "fall" to one side. Does breaking 
spot concentration make the patient lose balance. 
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TOOTlE TOSS 
Equipment: Two Tootie Bags. 
Procedure: There are three phases to this exercise. 
Phase One: The therapist tells the patient to catch and throw the tootie with one hand 
(pre-determined). The patient stands directly in front and 5 feet away from the 
therapist. They play one handed toss; catching and tossing with the same hand. 
Repeat using the other hand. 
Phase Two: The patient and therapist remain the same distance apart. The therapist 
tosses the tootie slowly and calls out Left or Right. The patient must quickly 
determine his/her Left from Right and catch the tootie with the appropriate hand. 
Phase Three: A second tootie is used. Both the therapist and the patient starts with a 
tootie. The tooties are tossed at the same time. The tootie is then caught with the 
hand closest to the tootie. Then it is quickly passed to the other hand and tossed back. 
(Make sure to throw tootie evenly to both Left and Right hand.) 
Things to Look For: Can the patient catch the tootie with one hand? Is one hand 
harder? (Non-dominant should be slightly harder.) Can the patient toss the tootie 
close to the therapist? Is the patient capable of catching and throwing at the same 
time? If not, slow the process down until the patient can accomplish this task. Does 
patient cross midline to catch the tootie? Can they cross midline when passing tootie? 
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TOOTlE LAUNCHER 
1. Straight 
2. Cross 
3. Turn-Around 
Equipment: Four Tooties and a Tootie Launcher. 
Procedure: 
Phase One: The patient stands 10 feet away from the tootie launcher. The patient is 
told to aim the tootie in the middle square of the launcher. The patient then throws 
and catches the tootie with the same hand. Repeat this process working both hands. 
Phase Two: The patient now throws the tootie with one hand and catches it with the 
other. The patient must throw the too tie with the hand that caught the last toss. 
Phase Three: The patient tosses the tootie and spins in a complete circle. Refixating 
on the tootie, the patient catches it with a hand that is called out by the therapist 
(Sensory Integration). 
Things to Look For: The patient should catch the tootie with one hand. Does the 
patient cross midline to catch the tootie with the non-assigned hand? Does the patient 
throw with the catching hand? Can he/she sensory integrate both visual, oral, and 
vestibular information? 
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BIMANUAL SAME DIRECTION CIRCLE 
Equipment: Two pieces of Chalk and a Chalkboard. 
Procedure: The patient steps up to the chalkboard and touches his/her nose to the 
board. The therapist draws an X or a happy face on the mark for a fixation dot. The 
patient stands 11h feet away from the chalkboard. Both arms should be raised to 
shoulder level. The patient is then told to draw circles the size of a volleyball. The 
arms should move at the same speed and direction. Have the patient draw the circle 
while always looking at the fixation dot. Ask the patient, "Are both hands moving at 
the same speed? Are both circles the same size?" After a couple of minutes have the 
patient reverse the direction of the arm movements. 
Things to Look For: Watch for unequal speed and size. Does one hand lag or lead 
the other. Watch for fixation losses. 
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BIMANUAL OPPOSING CIRCLES 
Equipment: Two Pieces of Chalk and Chalkboard. 
Procedure: The patient steps up to the chalkboard and touches his/her nose to the 
board. The therapist makes an X or happy face on the mark. This is used for the 
fixation spot. The patient stands 11h feet away from the board with arms at shoulder 
level. The patient is told to draw volleyball size circles. The arms should move at 
the same speed. The patient should move the arms in opposing directions. Have the 
patient start drawing circles. If the patient does not understand or can not draw 
opposing circles, physically move his/her hands to give the patient feedback. Ask the 
patient, "Are your hands moving at the same speed? Are the circles the same size?" 
After a few minutes have the patient reverse opposing direction. 
Things to Look For: Unequal speed or circle sizes. Inability to move arms in 
opposing directions. Does one arm lead or lag? 
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ROTATING PEGBOARD 
Equipment: One rotating variable speed motor with a mounted 1 Foot diameter 
fenestrated pressboard, with a circle painted in 5 different colored sections; and 25 
tees in each color on the board. 
Procedure: The patient sits 16 inches in front of the pegboard rotator. The therapist 
instructs the patient to insert a peg corresponding to a color. The patient should pick 
the hole, watch it rotate for a half circle, and with one clean; fluid; straight; motion 
place the tee in the hole. The tees should be inserted without under or over 
corrections. If the patient misses the hole the entire procedure should be repeated. 
This is done until the pegboard is filled. 
Things to Look For: Smooth and accurate rotations/versions. Look for head 
movement or head tilt. Watch for hand playing catch-up with the pegboard. Make 
sure the hand movement is straight and accurate. 
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PIE TIN ROTATION/VERSION 
Equipment: Pie Tin; a Marble; and an Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patient places the patch over his/her dominant eye. The patient sits 
on a chair and holds the pie tin on his/her lap. The patient rotates the marble around 
the pie tin in a clock wise manner. The patient follows the marble's rotation with 
his/her eyes. This is done for 30 rotations. The direction of rotation is reversed and 
30 more rotations are completed. Next, the patch is switched to the non-dominant eye 
and the procedure is repeated. Once this is easily performed by both eyes, remove 
the patch and perform the procedure binocular. 
Things to Look For: Smooth and accurate rotations or versions. Look for head 
movement or head tilt. 
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PIPE CLEANER ROTATIONS 
Equipment: Pick-Up Stick or Pencil; Pipe Cleaner (bent in a circle with a handle); 
and a Styrofoam Cup. 
Procedure: The patient stands with good posture and brings the pointer to his/her 
shoulder. The doctor moves the cup/pipe cleaner in slow random directions. The 
patient follows the target with his/her eyes. The patient with one fluid motion moves 
the pointer from his/her shoulder into the target. This process is repeated. If the 
patient misses do not let him/her correct his/her mistakes, but have him/her start over. 
Things to Look For: Smooth and accurate eye movement, no head tilt. Fluid and 
accurate hand movements with proper posture and no swaying. 
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PEN LIGHT ROTATIONS 
Equipment: Eye Patch and Penlight. 
Procedure: The patient covers one eye with a patch and stands in good posture 
position. The patient keeps his/her head pointed straight ahead and with no head 
movement follows the penlight with only his/her eyes. Move the penlight through all 
9 fields of gaze. Repeat with patch over the other eye. For version perform the 
exercise binocular. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient's head stays still. This is an important 
step in developing from gross motor to visual direction. Secondly, watch the patient's 
eyes. The movement should be smooth throughout the 9 fields of view. Hint: Watch 
closely the horizontal midline, these are the trouble spots. 
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HART CHART/ROTATOR 
Equipment: Rotator Board; Hart Chart. 
Procedure: The patient is to stand approximately 10 feet away from the rotator board. 
He/she is to stand in a normal relaxed posture. The hart chart is slowly spinning on 
the rotator board. For better rotation, do not place chart in the center of the board. 
The patient is to call out the letters from Left to Right, Top to Bottom. This process 
is repeated with each eye. To train versions, do the procedure binocular. 
Things to Look For: The patient should not move his/her head. Smooth and accurate 
eye movement along with keeping his/her place, especially when moving to the next 
line. 
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POINTER FIXATION 
Equipment: Two different color pointers or Pick-Up Sticks. 
Procedure: The therapist holds the two pointers approximately 36 inches apart and 
two feet away from the patient. The patient is then asked to look at one colored 
pointer, then the other. After two or three fixations in one position the therapist 
moves the pointer, while the patient is fixating on the opposite pointer. The pointers 
should be moved in all 9 fields of view. 
Things to Look For: Accurate fixations. The patient should look in a direct line from 
one target to the next. He should also stop on target. Watch for over or under 
shooting. Also watch for head or body movements. 
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SEE THRU BOARD 
Equipment: One piece 8 inch x 24 inch plexiglass; and five geometric shapes (square, 
rectangle, circle, diamond, and triangle). 
Procedure: The plexiglass is held 16 inches away from the patient, at eye level. The 
patient is then asked to fixate from one figure to the next. After the patient has 
familiarized himself/herself with the board, he/she is then instructed to wait 3 seconds 
after the figure is called before he/she fixates on that target. 
Advanced Options: The patient calls out the target he/she wishes to look at, waits 3 
seconds and moves to that position. This process can be done monocular or binocular 
for rotations or versions. The plexiglass allows the therapist to observe eye 
movement. 
Things to Look For: A smooth straight line pass from one target to the next. The 
end point should be precise. No over or under shooting. Watch for maintenance of 
fixation between movements. 
Note: This is an excellent home trainer that makes it easy for parents to observe the 
patient. 
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LARGE CLOCK FIXATION 
(Easy, Hard) 
EQ.11ipment: 4 foot x 4 foot Card Board (white), with a large dot is placed in the 
center. A large circle is drawn and numbers 1-12 are placed to resemble a clock face. 
Easy -lines are drawn from center to each number. Hard- No lines or circle is 
drawn. 
Procedure: The "clock" is hung on the wall so the center dot is at the patients eye 
level. The patient stands at arms length away from the dot. The patient fixates on the 
center dot. A number is called out and the patient fixates on that number. A second 
number is called, the patient must first fixate on the center dot and then on the 
number. The process is repeated. 
Options: Mono; Bino; Easy; Hard. The patient can call the number; wait one to 
three seconds then fixate on the number. Remember: The patient must always _return 
to the center dot. 
Things to Look For: Accurate eye movement. Correctly finding the number. 
Precise end point (fixation), no over or under shooting. 
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PEPPER FIXATIONS 
(Named for Dr. Pepper) 
Equipment: Chalk; Chalkboard. 
Procedure: The therapist draws 4 to 8, 6 inch arrows evenly spaced on a 10 foot 
wide chalkboard. The patient stands 10 feet away centered in the middle of the board. 
Starting from the Left the patient calls out the direction of each arrow. When finished 
with the row, the patient starts again with the far Left arrow. This can be performed 
Binocular or Monocular. 
Options: Metronome, hand clapping with each arrow. 
Things to Look for: Accurate eye movement (especially when rotating to far Left). 
Correct direction on arrow. Precise end point (no over/under shooting). No head or 
body movement. 
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CLICKER FIXATION 
Equipment: Two Clicker Fixations (found in any toy store). 
Procedure: The therapist holds the two clickers approximately 36 inches apart and 2 
feet from the patient at eye level. The patient is told to look at the "clicking" pointer. 
The therapist then "clicks" the other clicker and the patient fixates on it. After 4-6 
fixations the clicker is then moved while the patient is fixating on the other clicker. 
This is repeated thru all of the 9 fields of gaze. 
Things to Look For: Accurate eye movement. The eyes should move from one 
clicker to the next, with a fluid and direct straight line motion. The end point should 
be precise. No over/under shooting. The head and shoulders should remain 
motionless. 
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YARDSTICK FIXATIONS 
Equipment: One Yardstick; 5 Large Headed Pins. 
Procedure: The pins are placed every 20cm on the yard stick. The stick is held at 
eye level, with the 50cm mark bisecting the nose. Hold the stick 16 inches from the 
eyes. Instruct the patient to fixate from the furthest Left pin to the next pin down the 
entire length of the yardstick. The patient returns to the Left pin when completing the 
length of the stick. Once the patient accomplishes this with speed and accuracy, space 
the pins every lOcm still using 50cm as the midpoint. Next, space pins every 5cm 
and finally every 2cm. 
Things to Look For: Accurate movement with precise end point (no over/under 
shooting). 
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MARSDEN BALL 
Equipment: Marsden Ball and Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patch is placed over the dominant eye. The patient stands 3 or 4 feet 
away from the Marsden ball. The ball is raised or lowered to the patient's eye level. 
The therapist gently swings the ball in a clock-wise motion. The patient tracks the 
ball until the rotations start getting too slow. The therapist then swings the ball in a 
counter-clockwise motion. After 3 full swings in both directions, the patch is 
switched to the non-dominant eye. Now, the ball is swung from side to side while 
alternately patching eyes. For version training remove patch and repeat the process 
binocular. 
Things to Look For: Accurate and smooth rotations and versions. Proper posture 
with no head movement or head tilt. 
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CHALKBOARD FIXATION 
Equipment: Chalkboard (10 feet wide); and Chalk. 
Procedure: The therapist draws 4-8 vertical lines (1 foot long) spaced a foot or so 
apart. The patient stands 10 feet away directly centered in the middle of the 
chalkboard. Starting on the Left the patient fixates from one line to the next. After 
the patient fixates on all lines the patient returns to the far Left line and repeats the 
row. 
Options: Time fixation to Metronome. Have the patient clap out time while fixating. 
Things to Look For: Accurate eye movement. Precise end points. No head or body 
movements. 
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DOOR JAM FIXATIONS 
Equipment: 4 Vertical Columns of Letters 6 inches x 2 inches; a Door Jam. 
Procedure: The column of letters are placed two on each side of the door jam. One 
slightly superior and one slightly inferior to the patient's eyes on both sides of the 
door. The patient is to stand with proper posture in the middle of the doorway 3 feet 
from the center of the doorway. Starting on the top Left the patient is to call out the 
top letter. Then fixate and call out the top Right letter, from there to the bottom Left 
and finally the bottom Right. Next, the patient is to return to the top Left calling out 
the second letter, repeat this process throughout all the letters in the columns. 
Things to Look For: Smooth direct line eye movements. No over or under shooting 
on end point. Correct calling of letters. Ability to keep place in columns. No head 
movement. 
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SACCADIC FIXATOR 
Equipment: Saccadic Fixator. 
Procedure: The fixator is positioned so the center "button" is directly at eye level. 
The patient is to fixate only on the center "button". One of the red dots will light up. 
The patient will use the hand on the side of the lighted button to press it. The patient 
tries to hit as many lights as possible in the allotted time period (see fixator for 
operating procedure). 
Things to Look For: Accurate movement of hands and no head movement. 
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ALPHABET PENCILS 
Equipment: 1 Yardstick; 2 Alphabet Pencils; and 2 Rubber Bands. 
Procedure: The pencils are attached with the rubber bands at 16 and 32 inches. The 
yardstick is placed directly touching the patient's nose. One pencil is placed A to Z 
the other Z to A. The patient looks at the 16 inch pencil, clears the top letter and 
calls it aloud. Next, he clears the top target of the 32 inch pencil and reads it aloud. 
He returns to the 16 inch and clears the second letter. Then, the second letter of the 
32 inch pencil. This process is repeated throughout all the letters of both pencils. 
Ask, "How many of the non-fixating pencils are observed (anti-suppression)?" 
Answer: Two. 
Things to Look For: Correct calling of the letters in proper sequence, not losing 
his/her place. Eyes converging at or near pencil. Make sure the patient reports 
doubling of the pencil not being viewed (Physiological Diplopia). 
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+FLIPPERS 
11 Accommodative Rocks 11 
Equipment: + Flippers Ranging from 1.50 to 2.50; a Paper With columns of Letters. 
Procedure: The patient is to place the paper, with letter columns, at his/her normal 
reading distance. The flippers are placed over the eyes starting with the minus side. 
The patient is instructed to 11 clear" each letter. When the letter is cleared the patient 
flips the flippers to the plus side and clears the next letter. The patient flips the 
glasses after clearing each letter throughout the columns. The letters are read from L 
to R, Top to Bottom or Down each column. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient can clear both the + and - sides for at 
least a minute. Do not start beyond the patient's range. Build-up with successful 
reinforcement. Make note of whether plus or minus is harder for the patient. Time 
each series of flips (to blur point) to chart improvement. When the patient can 
successfully complete 2-3 minutes of flips, increase the power of the flippers until + 
2.50 is completed. 
Options: Monocular/Binocular, Pola glass for suppression control. 
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KIRSH ARROWS W/F 
(Named for Dr. Kirsh) 
Equipment: A Chart of Arrows, 5 Across by 5 Down 14 inches x 14 inches; a 
smaller 3 inch x 5 inch card with the same pattern of arrows. 
Procedure: The patient stands 10 feet away from the large chart. The small chart is 
placed in front of the eyes at reading level. The patient calls out the direction of the 
arrows on the far chart (up, down, R/L). The patient then looks at the small chart 
and calls out the direction of the arrows. The arrows are read L toR, Top to Bottom 
(like sentence reading). 
Options: Bino, Mono. 
Things to Look For: Proper direction of arrows, keeping proper order of arrows 
(L/R, T/B). Make sure the patient does not look at either N/F chart for more than 3 
seconds. Observe convergence and pupillary response with near chart. 
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SUPER SLEUTH SENTENCE DECODING 
Equipment: A 14 inch x 14 inch Card Board (white) Sheet; a sheet of paper; plastic; 
and a water soluble ink pin. Choose a riddle or funny sentence and write it on the 
card board varying every letter by two (i.e., A becomes C, D to F, etc.). Put a dash 
for the letter and spaces below the words on the paper. 
Procedure: Place the plastic over the paper. The card board should be 10 feet or 
more away. Tell the patient that he/she is a famous detective that needs to solve a 
mystery. Explain how to solve the coded mystery. Tell the patient that he/she should 
look up at only one letter, then look down on his/her paper and fill in that letter. This 
should be done until the entire sentence is decoded. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient is not looking at one target for more than 
3 seconds. Good posture, near convergence with pupillary responses. 
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SPACE MATCHING 
Equipment: Measuring Tape. 
Procedure: The therapist picks an object greater than 10 feet away. The patient 
alternately looks at the object then the measuring tape. This is repeated 2 or 3 times. 
The patient approximates how big the object is. When the measurement is finished 
the patient walks up and compares his measurement to that of the object. Repeat 
several times with different objects. 
Things to Look For: Since this is an accommodative test, make sure the patient does 
not look at either the object or measuring tape for a long period of time. He/she 
should take short looks between object and tape; watch for near convergence and 
pupillary responses. Make the patient aware of consistent size misjudges (too big or 
small). 
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BI/- FLIPS 
Equipment: BI/- Flippers from 2°/-1.00 to 8°/-2.50. 
Procedure: The patient places a paper 16 inches from his/her eyes. The BO lens' are 
placed in front of the eyes. The patient is instructed to clear the first letter on the 
paper then, flip the lens' and clear the second letter. The process is repeated down 
the columns until the letters can not be cleared or 3 minutes is up. When the patient 
can successfully complete three minutes repeatedly, increase the power of the lens'. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient can initially clear the letters. If not 
reduce the power of the lens. There should not be any initial doubling (Diplopia) of 
the letters. If so, reduce amount of prism. Observe which of the lens' is more 
difficult. Record time to "blur-out" to chart improvement. 
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BOI+ FLIPS 
Equipment: BO/+ Flippers from 2°/-1.00 to 8°/-2.50. 
Procedure: The patient places a paper 16 inches from his/her eyes. The BO lens' are 
placed in front of the eyes. The patient is instructed to clear the first letter on the 
paper then, flip the lens' and clear the second letter. The process is repeated down 
the columns until the letters can not be cleared or 3 minutes is up. When the patient 
can successfully complete three minutes repeatedly, increase the power of the lens'. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient can initially clear the letters. If not 
reduce the power of the lens. There should not be any initial doubling (Diplopia) of 
the letters. If so, reduce amount of prism. Observe which of the lens' is more 
difficult. Record time to "blur-out" to chart improvement. 
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MENTAL MINUS 
Equipment: -10:000 Lens. 
Procedure: The patient fixates on an object (i.e., clock,) 10 to 16 feet away. Slowly, 
the lens is lifted in front of the patient's eyes 30cm to 60cm away. Again, the patient 
fixates through the lens. The therapist then asks the patient to describe what he/she 
sees. Ask, "Is the object smaller or larger? Is the object closer or farther? Is it 
clear?" The lens is removed and the questions are asked again. Repeat the process. 
Things to Look For: Proper responses to the questions should be, seems smaller and 
farther. There should be a slight pupillary response with accommodation. Make sure 
the patient can clear. 
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SEE AND WRITE E CHART 
(Mono/Binocular) 
Equipment: E Chart and Paper (for reusability make a sheet with boxes for each 
letter, cover with plastic, and use H20 soluble lens); a Tilted Box 45°. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to look at theE Chart and find (at least 10 feet 
away) the upper Left E. Observe which way the E is pointing. The patient then 
looks at his/her paper (40cm) and fills in the first box with the same letter and 
orientation. This is to be done in a typical reading fashion. It is important to explain 
to the patient to only look at one letter at a time. Instruct him/her to quickly find the 
letter and record it. Ask the patient if things look blurry either at near or far. 
Things to Look For: Placing correct responses in the proper box. Taking too much 
time to either locate or record responses. Look for accommodative response 
(convergency, pupillary response). 
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ACCOMMODATIVE CONVERGENCE 
CROSSED CYLINDER ROCK (Dr. Valenti, found in Journal of Optometry Vol. 
3/1992 #1) 
Equipment: Correct-Eye-Scope with a Van Orderen Trainer; two cross cylinders can 
be made by + 1.00x180 and -1.00x90; a prism .6.6 to 9.6. placed base down OD; cross 
cylinder target. 
Procedure: The Patient should see: 
1. Two cross-cylinder targets. Top seen by OD, Bottom seen by OS. 
2. Vertical or Horizontal lines blacker or equality of black lines (dependent upon 
the patient's accommodative response). 
3. Top target to the Left, in line with, or to the Right of the bottom target 
(dependent upon the patient's vergence response). 
Patient instructions: "Do you feel that you can do something differently to change 
how things look?" 
Accommodation: Explain to the patient if accommodation is at target, then both 
vertical and horizontal are equally black. If it is behind, horizontal lines are blacker; 
if in front, vertical lines are blacker. 
Convergence: If the eyes are pointed (converged) on the plane of the target, the 
targets will be vertically aligned. If the eyes are pointed in front of the target (ESO 
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posture), the top target will appear to the Right of the bottom target. If the eyes are 
pointed behind the target (EXO posture), the top will appear to the Left of the bottom 
target. The target is slowly moved back and forth to show the patient both vertical 
alignment. The patient practices crossing and relaxing his/her eyes, as well as, 
focusing in front or back of the target. 
Things to Look For: The patient should be able to flex accommodation (shift 
horizontal and vertical lines as blacker) without affecting vergence system (no vertical 
movement of target). The second thing to look for is a flex of vergence system (move 
top target to Right and Left) without affecting the accommodation system (shifting 
horizontal or vertical lines blacker). The key to success is to make the patient aware 
of controlling accommodation and convergence systems. Make the patient 
increasingly aware of very minute differences in blackness and vertical alignment 
(I.N.D.). 
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PEGBOARD MONOCULAR 
Equipment: 50 Golf Tees; One Mounted l 1h Circular Pegboard; One Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The eye patch is placed over the non-amblyopic eye. The pegboard is 
placed 16 inches from the patient. The patient picks up a tee, holds the tee to the 
shoulder of the amblyopic eye. Sighting a ''hole" in the pegboard, the patient with 
one fluid motion places the tee in the hole. This process is repeated until all the holes 
are filled. If the tee is not placed in the hole on the first attempt, the patient must 
repeat the entire process. 
Things to Look For: The hand should move in a straight line. The tee should be 
placed directly in the hole. Make sure the patient does not slide or move the tee into 
the hole. 
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CONSTRUCTO STRAWS 
Equipment: One set of Constructo-Straws; One Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patch is placed on the non-amblyopic eye. The patient (child) is 
asked to build a figure (decided by child). The patient is instructed to place the 
"couplers" in the straw. This should be done with a single smooth and accurate 
motion. If the coupler is not' placed directly in the straw on the first attempt, the 
patient must separate the two and repeat the process. All work should be done at 
16cm. 
Things to Look For: Make the patient work at the proper working distance. Make 
sure the couplers are placed in the straw in "one" shot. Watch for abnormal head tilt. 
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STRINGING SMALL BEADS 
Equipment: 3 feet of White String; 20 Multi-colored Beads; and One Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patch is placed over the non-amblyopic eye. The patient holds the 
string at his/her reading distance. Holding one end of the string exposed, it is 
threaded onto a bead. The string should go through the hole of the bead on the first 
attempt. If the attempt is not successful, the bead should be moved 3 to 5 inches 
away from the string and the procedure should be repeated. 
Things to Look For: Accurate and proper threading of the bead. Abnormal head tilt; 
abnormal working distance. Make sure the patient can see both the hole of the bead 
and the end of the thread. 
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TINKER TOYS 
Equipment: Tinker Toys and Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patch is placed over the non-amblyopic eye. The patient is to play at 
his working distance (16 inches). The patient is asked to build a design (i.e., square). 
The "sticks" are held in one hand (dominant) and the "wheel" is placed in the other. 
The patient is instructed to put the stick in a hole (of his choice) of the wheel. This 
should be done on the first attempt. The motion should be a fluid, straight line 
movement with no last minute corrections. If the attempt is not successful, repeat the 
process. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the motion is smooth and direct. No under or over 
corrections should be made. 
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TRACING 
Equipment: Paper with different figures or designs; a piece of clear plastic (size of 
paper); water soluble pen; and eye patch. 
Procedure: The paper is placed, with plastic over it, at the patient's working distance. 
The patch is placed over the non-amblyopic eye. The patient holds the pen in his/her 
writing hand. The patient then slowly traces the design, when finished ink can be 
erased. 
Things to Look For: The patient should work at his/her normal working distance. 
There should be no abnormal head tilt. The patient should not go outside the lines. 
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LITE BRITE 
Equipment: Lite Brite and Eye Patch. 
Procedure: The patch is placed over the non-amblyopic eye. A pattern is placed in 
the Lite Brite. The patient is instructed to choose a hole, then place a colored peg in 
the hole. The peg should be held in the dominant hand. The patient should start with 
the peg at his shoulder. The peg should be inserted with one fluid motion. The peg 
should be placed in the hole on the first attempt. If the patient does not place the peg 
in the hole on the first attempt, the patient should repeat the process. 
Things to Look For: The peg should be placed in the hole with a smooth, direct-line 
motion. No wavering or corrections should be made. Make sure the patient is 
working at the proper working distance (16 inches). 
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MAZES 
Equipment: Eye Patch; several pages of store bought or hand drawn mazes, these 
should range from easy to hard; plastic cover (see through) for mazes; and water 
soluble pen. 
Procedure: Patch the non-amblyopic eye and cover the maze with the plastic. Set the 
paper at the patient's normal working distance (40cm). The patient is instructed to 
find his way out of the maze. The pen should stay in the middle maze columns. No 
crossing the lines. If the patient hits a dead end, he should back out of the maze until 
progress is made. At no point should the patient lift the pen. 
Things to Look For: Abnormal working distance. Make sure the patient stays 
between the lines. If the maze is too hard, start with an easier maze. Success is 
motivation. 
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II 0" FILLING 
Equipment: One sheet of paper with random letters typed in rows, make sure there is 
20 to 30 "O's" spaced throughout the paper; eye patch; and pencils. 
Procedure: Patch the non-amblyopic eye. Place the paper at patient's proper working 
distance (40cm). The patient scans the paper in a reading-like manner, Left to Right 
and Top to Bottom. Instruct the patient to "fill-in'' all the O's he/she sees while 
scanning the paper. 
Things to Look For: Abnormal working distance or head tilt. Watch to see if the 
patient skips entire lines or goes back and repeats all or part of a line. Watch for 
missed O's. 
Options: When patient is adept at the O's have him/her try something harder. 
Instruct him/her to fill in the D's orB's. 
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DUKES SIMULTANEOUS VISION TRAINER 
Equipment: View Master with blank cartridge; figures are drawn on L and R blanks, 
i.e., OD[l], OS[-], or OD[ IJ OS[=]. 
Procedure: The patient inserts a card into the View Master, the instructor asks "What 
do you see?" The patient should report seeing a + or a E etc., depending on the 
pattern (record the patterns drawn for quick reference and identification of suppressing 
eye). If suppression occurs try to break it down with flashing (quickly moving hand 
back and forth over suppressing eye) or alternate occlusion. 
Things to Look For: Suppression. Ask if any parts seem to disappear. 
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LITE BRITE WITH RIG GLASSES 
Equipment: Lite Brite; Red and Green Glasses. 
Procedure: The red and green glasses are placed on the patient. A pattern is inserted 
into the Lite Brite. The patient is instructed to complete the pattern using only the red 
and green pegs. The patient should be asked, "Do any of the pegs seem to 
disappear?" Remember with illumination the red pegs should be visible only to the 
red eye and the green pegs seen only by the green eye. If one of the colors 
disappears, flash or momentarily occlude the eye corresponding to the color not seen. 
See if the patient can do anything with his eyes to see both colors. 
Things to Look for: Make sure the patient is not trying to look over the glasses or is 
closing an eye. Adjusting angle or working distance is simultaneous perception; is not 
possible. 
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TBI 
Equipment: T.B.I. 
Procedure: The patient is instructed to close his/her eyes. The therapist adjusts the 
pupil measurements so that each light is directly in the center of the eye. The patient 
is then told to relax and watch the patterns of the T.B.I. Use this if the patient is 
having suppression maintenance problems. 
Things to Look For: Most patients enjoy the TBI. Use it as a reward. This is also 
very good in getting responses (i.e., anti-suppression, convergence/accommodative 
ranges) to increase. 
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POLA GLASS IN A MIRROR 
Equipment: Polaroid glass with axis of lenses 90° apart; mirror. 
Procedure: The patient puts the glasses on and stands at 2, 4, & 6 feet away from the 
mirror. The patient is asked, "Do you see both eyes?" If the patient can not see both 
ask, "Can you do anything with your eyes to see both of them at the same time?'' If 
patient still can not see, flash or alternately occlude the eyes. Make the patient aware 
what closing or "winking" an eye does to his/her view. The process should be 
repeated at 2, 4, & 6 feet away from the mirror. 
Things to Look For: No major head tilt. Make sure the patient is not looking over 
top of the glasses. If simultaneousness is not obtained, see if slowly moving the 
patient's head or position can elicit a both eye response. Remember: Success 
reinforcement is very important, always work at a level for positive return. 
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VIS A VIS 
Equipment: Two Pola Glasses with axis 90° apart. 
Procedure: Both the therapist and patient wears a pair of Pola glasses. The patient is 
then asked, "Do you see both of my eyes?" If not, ask if patient can do something 
with his/her eyes to see both. See if the patient can remember this feeling 
(biofeedback teaching). If both eyes still can not be seen flash the non-seeing eye or 
alternately occlude the eyes. If simultaneous vision is maintained, the therapist should 
close one eye and ask the patient, "Which eye am I winking?" The patient should 
answer the proper eye. Next, have the patient wink one of his/her eyes and ask, 
"What do you see?" The correct response should be that one of the therapist's eyes 
has disappeared. 
Things to Look For: Patient looking over the top of the glasses. This therapy is 
simple but allows checks for non-compliance. Look for correct responses to 
questions. Remember: Kids try to please so, do not give away answers too quickly. 
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MIRROR AND SEPTUM 
Equipment: Chiroscope; and Pencil. 
Procedure: The mirror and the figure are placed on the side of the non-amblyopic 
eye. The patient is asked to look through the eye pieces, then instruct the patient to 
slowly start tracing the figure. Ask the patient if the figure or the pencil and drawing 
ever disappears. If any parts do disappear have the patient close his/her eyes for one 
second. Repeat this until both images are seen. Have the patient draw the entire 
picture. Once this is completed flip the mirror to the amblyopic eye. Ask for any 
disappearances and have the patient once again draw the entire figure. 
Things to Look For: Objects disappearing. Ask if patient can do anything to prevent 
disappearance or to maintain simultaneous vision (biofeedback). 
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RIG FILTER ON WINDOW 
Eqyipment: One piece of red acetate; one piece of green acetate; and Red-Green 
glasses. 
Procedure: The red and green acetate are placed in juxtaposition over a window. The 
RIG glasses are placed over the patient's eyes. Standing 2 feet away from the window 
and directly at eye level of the acetates, the patient is asked, "What do you see?" The 
patient should report a view through both sides of the acetate. If not, have the patient 
blink his/her eyes. If this does not return simultaneous vision, then flash the 
suppressing eye or alternately occlude the eyes. The procedure should be repeated at 
4, 6, and 10 feet. 
Things to Look For: Make sure patient is not looking over the top of the glasses. If 
there is no simultaneous vision obtained, then move the patient back and forth. Try to 
find the "range" where simultaneous perception is obtained, work at this range. 
Successful reinforcement is critical for success. 
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RIG T.V. VIEWING 
Equipment: R/G Glasses; one piece red acetate; one piece green acetate; and a T.V. 
Procedure: This is basically a home therapy for children. Place the red acetate over 
half the T.V. screen and the green over the other half. Have the child wear the R/G 
glasses. If possible, turn off the color on the set. Cartoons work best with this 
exercise. The patient should see both sides of the screen. If not, have the patient 
blink his eyes. If this does not regain simultaneous perception, alternately occlude the 
eyes. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient is not looking over the top of the glasses. 
If simultaneous vision is not obtained, see if changing the angle or distance to the 
screen will regain simultaneous vision. Ask if the patient can do anything to "turn-
on11 both eyes. Have the patient remember that feeling (biofeedback). 
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RIG DOMINOES 
Equipment: RIG Glasses; Dominoes with one side of dot painted Red and the other 
side Green. 
Procedure: Both the therapist and the patient wears the R/G glasses. The patient and 
therapist play dominoes like normal. The patient is asked, "Do you see both sides of 
the dominoes?'' If not, ask if patient can do anything to his/her eyes to see both sides. 
If the patient can not regain simultaneous perception flash or alternately occlude the 
eyes. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient is not looking over the top of his/her 
glasses. If simultaneous perception is not obtained see if changing the angle or 
distance from the dominoes can effect simultaneous perception. 
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MIRROR SUPERIMPOSITION 
Equipment: A hand held mirror; two pieces of paper with a circle on one piece and 
an X on the other piece of equal size. 
Procedure: The pieces of paper are hung at eye level 90° apart, 6 feet away from the 
patient. The patient then holds the mirror between his/her eyes. Instruct the patient 
to move the mirror so that the "X" is placed inside the "0". Ask if the patient sees 
both the X and 0. If not, flash or alternately occlude. Ask if the patient can do 
anything with his eyes to see both. Once this is easily maintained, have fun with the 
patient. See if someones head can be placed on top of an object. Have fun and keep 
it interesting. 
Things to Look For: Suppression. If suppression can not be thwarted, see if 
changing the distance away from the target can regain simultaneous perception. Be 
careful: Smart kids will give correct answers!! Watch patient's eyes and position of 
the mirror. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL DIPLOPIA 
Equipment: Any near object; and a distant object. 
Procedure: Physiological diplopia is a great biofeedback method. It is simple, if the 
patient sees the doubling of the non-viewed object, then both eyes are working. Have 
the patient look at a small object in front of his eyes (16 inches). Ask, "How many of 
a distant object does he see while starring at the near object?" The answer should be 
one. If the patient sees one near target clearly and two blurry far targets then both 
eyes are "on" and convergence is fixated on the target. Next, have the patient look at 
a distant object. Ask the patient how many of the near objects does he see. Again, 
the answer should be two blurry objects. If the response to either near or far diplopia 
is only one object, ask if the patient can do anything to his/her eyes to see two. If 
patient is viewing near object ask if he can feel his/her eye cross to produce far 
diplopia. If the patient can not produce diplopia by himself, have him blink or 
alternately occlude. If diplopia still can not be induced, see if changing the distance to 
the near object will help. Also, try having the patient fixate in front or back of near 
object to induce diplopia. 
Things to Look For: Watch for an eye that turns in or out. Make sure there is 
convergence and pupillary response at near. Are the patient's answers correct and 
consistent. 
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POLAROID READING STRIPS 
Equipment: Paper with columns of numbers or letters; Pola-Glass; one 3 inch by 5 
inch strip of acetate with Polaroid strips set every other quarter inch; and a strip with 
axis 90° away. 
Procedure: The patient places the acetate pola-strip card so that the strips cover the 
column on the paper. The patient wears the pola-glasses. The patient is asked, 
"What do you see?" The patient should report seeing all columns. Next, ask if any 
columns are dark. If the patient is suppressing, every other column should be blank, 
as the axis of the polaroid are 90° apart per line. Ask if the patient can do anything 
with his/her eyes to see through all portions. Have patient remember that feeling 
(biofeedback). If spontaneous perception does not occur have the patient blink eyes. 
Flashing and alternate occlusion can also be used for suppression control. Changing 
angle and working distance can influence perception. Once simultaneous perception is 
maintained have the patient read columns. 
Things to Look For: The patient looking over the top of lens. Incorrect answers. 
People want to please so, do not give any clues. 
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VERTICLE PRISM WITH SPOT OF LIGHT 
Equipment: 6 to 9 a loose prism with red acetate over it; and projector or 
transilluminator. 
Procedure: The patient holds the prism over an eye B.U. or B.D. The therapist 
shines a transilluminator at the patient or projects a spot of light on the wall (in a dark 
room). The patient is asked, 11 What do you see?lt The patient should report two dots, 
one red; one white. The red dot should be above or below the white dot, depending 
on the orientation of the prism (BD spot above, BU spot below). If suppression 
occurs, then cover the seeing eye and make the patient aware of both targets. 
Blinking the eyes or flashing can also be used for suppression breakdown. Once 
suppression is maintained have the patient rotate the prism 180° to the Left, then 180° 
to the Right. 
Things to Look For: The patient looking over the top of the prism. See if changing 
the angle of the prism or working distance can induce simultaneous perception. 
Remember to work at patient level. 
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RIG 3 DOTS 
Equipment: Three dots (Red-top, White-middle, Green-bottom);and RIG Glasses. 
Procedure: The R/G glasses are placed over the patient's eyes. The card is held at 
reading distance (16cm). The patient is asked, "What do you see?" The correct 
response is one red, one reddish-green, and one green dot. If suppression occurs have 
the patient blink eyes. If this does not work cover the seeing eye (Remember-If the 
target is illuminated then R sees R. If the target is not illuminated then R sees G). 
Make the patient aware of both targets. The white dot will be seen by both eyes. 
Ask the patient, "Can you do anything with your eyes to see both?" Make sure 
patient remembers that feeling (biofeedback). If suppression still occurs see if 
changing the angle or working distance can stop suppression. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient is not looking over the top of the glasses. 
Make sure the patient is starting at a level which success can be achieved. 
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RIG TIC TAC TOE 
Equipment: R/G Glasses; a paper with a Tic-Tac-toe Board drawn in black ink; one 
Red and one Green water soluble ink pen; and a piece of clear plastic. 
Procedure: The plastic is placed over the tic-tac-toe board. The patient and therapist 
wear R/G glasses. The board should be placed at the patient's working distance (16 
inches or 40cm). Tic-tac-toe is then played. Ask if the patient sees both red and 
green X and O's. (If you suspect false answers, play so that the patient can not see 
your move until after it is on the board.) If suppression occurs see if the patient can 
do anything to his/her eyes to see both colors. Have him/her remember this feeling 
(biofeedback). If suppression still occurs have the patient blink eyes, flash, or 
alternately occlude. Once a game is completed, switch pens with the patient and play 
agam. 
Things to Look For: Make sure the patient is not looking over the top of the glasses. 
If simultaneous perception is not obtained, see if changing the angle or working 
distance will stop suppression. Make sure to let the patient win at least 75% of the 
time to keep his/her interest. 
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DIPLOPIA DOT 
Equipment: A head band with a horizontal piece of plastic 8 inches long, and a 
vertical piece 3 inches long; and a red dot. 
Procedure: The head band should be placed so that the dot is directly in front of the 
patient's eyes (like dangling a carrot in front of a donkey). The patient is instructed to 
wear the glasses and just walk around. If both eyes are "on" then the patient should 
report seeing two dots. If two dots arnot seen, have the patient blink. If 
simultaneous perception is not obtained flash or alternately occlude the eyes. This is 
an excellent home therapy and biofeedback technique. 
Things to Look For: If the patient is tropic watch for a turn to a phoric posture. See 
if the patient can do anything to turn on both eyes. Have the patient try to remember 
the feeling. 
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TACHISTOSCOPE 
(Projection) 
Equipment: Tachistoscope and Tach Cards; Chalkboard. 
Procedure: The patient is seated 3 to 5 feet away from the chalkboard. The therapist 
then "flashes" a card. The patient then either draws the X's, O's, arrows, or circles 
precisely where he/she sees them. If it is numbers, the patient calls them aloud. The 
speed is adjusted by a knob on the machine (varies model to model). Start off at a 
level that the patient can easily succeed at. Gradually work to a faster shudder speed. 
The cards also vary from 2 objects to 5 and the numbers go as high as 10. Increase 
the number of objects. After increasing the number of objects, decrease the speed if 
necessary. Some of the projectors come with a feature that will reveal one letter at a 
time from Left to Right. This is a great reading trainer. 
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MARSDEN BALL 
Equipment: One Chair; and One Marsden Ball. 
Procedure: The patient swings the ball in a clock-work motion around his/her head. 
While keeping his/her head still the patient is to track the ball through his/her visual 
fields. The patient is then to "imagine" his/her eyes following the ball up and over 
his/her head and regain fixation at the other side of his/her face. 
Things to Look For: Smooth, accurate eye movement without head tilt. His/her eyes 
should move at the speed of the ball; quickly and accurately. 
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WIDE VIEW AS FIELDS 
Equipment: Wide View Card. 
Procedure: The patient is to hold the card approximately 16inches/40cm in front of 
eyes, while fixating on the center dot. The patient is asked to list off the letters from 
the center to the periphery and be able to identify all of the letters. 
Things to Look For: The patient maintaining fixation on the center dot. 
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PENCIL PUSH-UPS 
(Excellent Home Therapy) 
Equipment: One Pencil. 
Procedure: The patient holds the pencil so that the tip bisects the nose at eye level, 
16cm from the nose. The patient first looks at a distant target (20 feet or further) and 
then up to the pencil tip. Each fixation should last 1-3 seconds. This should be done 
for 3-5 minutes. 
Things to Look For: When the patient looks from distant to near the end point should 
be accurate. No over or under shooting, the eyes should converge and the pupils 
should slightly dilate. 
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MARSDEN TO AND FRO 
Equipment: Marsden Ball; and a Chair. 
Procedure: The Marsden ball is placed 3 feet in front of the patient. The patient 
should be seated and the ball set at eye level. The patient holds the ball up to his nose 
and releases the ball. This method prevents the ball from hitting the patient in the 
head. The patient is instructed to follow the ball. Once the ball is swinging at a slow 
rate, repeat the process. To make the convergence demand harder have the patient 
fixate on a letter. 
Things to Look For: Watch the patient's eyes. Are there equal movement of both 
eyes. Look for an eye that turns out or in especially at near. Look for accurate 
tracking. See if the letter blurs at near or far, see if the patient can track letter. 
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READING WITH A STRING 
Equipment: 20 inch piece of string; and Reading Material. 
Procedure: Once again this is a simple yet effective method of Biofeedback training. 
The patient holds one end of the string on the end of his/her nose. The other end is 
held in his/her other hand at the level of the reading material. The patient moves the 
string with every word he/she reads. Ask the patient, "How many strings do you 
see?" The answer should be two. The two strings should converge (fuse) directly on 
the word being read. If they do not come together, the patient has an (EXO) posture 
and should try to "cross" his/her eyes or fixate on the string in front of the word until 
the string does cross at the reading level. If the string crosses in front of the word 
making an ''X" the patient has an (ESO) posture. The patient should try to relax 
his/her eyes and focus on an imaginary target behind the paper. The patient should 
keep looking farther behind the paper until the strings cross directly at the reading 
level. The patient should be instructed to remember where his/her eyes must point to 
see proper convergence (X at reading level). If suppression occurs and blinking does 
not restore simultaneous perception, flash or alternately occlude. 
Things to Look For: A two string response. Since this is a biofeedback exercise, 
control of where the patient's eyes are is strived for. Work for this goal. 
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BROCK STRING 
Equipment: Five feet of string; and Five Different Colored Beads. 
Procedure: One end of the string is tied onto an object about 1 foot below patient's 
line of sight. The other end is held up to the patient's nose. The beads are spread out 
one per foot down the string. The patient is asked to look at the furthest bead. Ask 
the patient, "What do you see?" The correct response is two strings crossing directly 
at the bead. If the string does not cross at the bead ask the patient if he can do 
anything to his/her eyes to make them cross. If the strings cross before the bead 
(ESO Posture) have the patient look further down the string until the cross is at the 
bead. Another method is to ask the patient to "relax" his/her eyes until the cross is at 
object of regard. If the strings cross behind or form a "V" with two beads (EXO 
Posture). Have the patient look at the string, or pencil held next to the string, in front 
of the bead until the strings converge on the bead. Also, you can ask the patient to 
"cross 11 his/her eyes until you get the desired response. If an eye is suppressing the 
patient will only see one string. Try blinking, flashing, and alternate occlusion to 
break suppression. 
Things to Look For: Near convergence. Pupillary response. This is a feedback 
trainer, strive for patient control of convergence. Make sure the patient remembers 
the feeling in his/her eyes to make convergence voluntary. 
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BROCK STRING - OPTIONS 
Nine Fields of View (Real Space): The brock exercise is performed the same way 
except, now it is performed in all 9 fields of gaze. Left, Middle, and Right in 
Superior, Medial, and Inferior fields. 
Ex: 1 
4 
7 
2 
5 
8 
3 
6 
9 
#5 = Straight Ahead Center 
Things to Look For: If the patient has an A or V convergence pattern, then responses 
will change drastically from superior to inferior fields. Work first at a level or 
position where successful reinforcement can be maintained. Gradually work towards 
the difficult. 
Bug Crawl (Dynamic): The exercise is run the same except, now we are working for 
dynamic convergence. A pencil is slowly moved from the back of the string forward. 
The patient is told to keep the strings crossing at the pencil. Once the pencil 
convergence is mastered, have the patient pretend there is an imaginary bug crawling 
up and then down the string and to keep the string directly on the imaginary bug. 
Things to Look For: Smooth continual convergence up the strings. Ask if any of the 
strings ever disappear, watch for an eye turning in or out. This is an advanced 
method. If suppression occurs drop the patient to an easier level. 
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WALL CLEAR CHART 
Equipment: Two Clear Charts. 
Procedure: The clear charts are spaced 4 to 6 feet apart at the same height against a 
wall. The patient stands 10 feet away in the middle of the targets. The patient 
crosses his/her eyes until he/she can fuse the targets. Ask if any of the circles appear 
to be coming out toward the patient. The correct answer should be; the inner circle. 
Next, ask the patient where the small circle is in comparison to the square. If the 
circle is on the Left target and square on the Right target, then the following is true; if 
the opposite is true have the patient change the targets to the opposite hands; if circle 
and square are aligned: (Ortho Posture) - targets are properly fused. If the circle is to 
the Left (EXO Posture) then see if the patient can cross his/her eyes more or focus 
closer on the target until the circle and square align. If the circle is to the Right of 
the square (ESO Posture) see if the patient can "relax" his/her eyes or focus behind 
the targets until the circle and square align. If the patient can not get the targets to 
fuse, hold a 1A inch piece of doweling 3 feet in front of the targets, tell patient to 
focus on the stick, adjust until the patient reports targets fused. 
Things to Look For: Convergence with fusion. Watch for an eye that turns in or out. 
Correct response on circle and alignment. 
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TWO DOTS, THREE DOTS 
Equipment: A piece of paper with two removable dots. 
Procedure: The dots are separated on a piece of paper 6 inches apart. The paper is 
held 16 inches away from the patient. Ask if the patient can fuse the two objects by 
crossing the eyes. If the patient can not fuse, have the patient focus on a pencil in 
front of the dot until fusion is possible. Once fusion has occurred ask the patient, 
"How many dots are seen?" The answer should be three. 
Once fusion can be easily maintained place a verticle line in the Left circle and a 
horizontal line in the Right circle. Again, have the patient fuse. Ask what he/she 
sees. The correct answer should be; one circle on the Left with a verticle line, one on 
the Right with a horizontal line, and one in the middle with a .. +" sign in the middle. 
The plus sign acts as a .. fine-tuning .. for the convergence system. By crossing or 
relaxing the eyes the patient can make sure the two lines cross in the center. 
Things to Look For: Convergence response and pupillary response. Watch for the 
eyes to turn in or out. Watch for convergence fluctuation (patient reports moving dots 
or middle dot splitting in two). 
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LIFE SAVER CARD 
Equipment: One Life Saver Card. 
Procedure: The patient holds the card 16 inches from his/her face at eye level. The 
card consists of four sets of circles with increasing convergence demand from bottom 
to top. Starting with the bottom (the easiest) the patient is asked to cross his/her eyes 
and fuse the red and green circles. This card also has an accommodation feedback, 
not only should the circles be fused but, the patient should be able to read the "keep 
these clear". Besides being an accommodative task the letters act as a "fine-tuning" 
convergence feedback. By relaxing or crossing the eyes slightly the patient can line 
the words direct! y above each other. 
If the patient can not fuse the targets take a pencil and have the patient focus on it. 
Slightly move the pencil from the target closer to the patient until fusion is obtained. 
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LIFE SAVER ON ACETATE 
Equipment: Clear Acetate; Life Saver Card; and Pick-up Stick or Pencil. 
Procedure: This is a very good free space trainer. The patient holds the clear card 
16 inches from his/her eyes. The patient then tries to fuse the bottom (lowest 
convergence demand) target. If fusion is not obtained on the bottom, or any of the 
targets, have the patient hold the pencil (or Pick-Up Stick) between the targets and 
slowly move it towards his/her eyes. The patient should focus on the pencil and move 
it forward until the targets are fused. Once fusion is easily maintained, have the 
patient try the next higher (increased convergence demand) until fusion of the top 
targets are easily maintained. 
Options: For jump ductions have the patient look at a distant object then quickly fuse 
the "life-saver" target. 
Things to Look For: Incomplete or over lapping of the targets. Have the patient 
"cross or relax" his/her eyes until proper alignment is made. 
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PROJECTOR ORTHOPTOR 
Equipment: Orthoptor Projector; and Polaroid Glasses. 
Procedure: The therapist should be familiar with all the slides available. The patient 
should stand 10 feet away from the projection screen or wall. The slide should be set 
at the ortho setting. Ask the patient what he/she sees. He/she should see the images 
presented to both eyes (Simultaneous Perception). Ask if any of the objects appear to 
be floating off the projection screen or float behind it. The patient should report that 
some appear to be floating in front or behind (depending on the vergence demand BI-, 
BO-). Slowly increase the BI or BO demand. Ask the patient if anything happens to 
the objects. The patient should report that it is getting smaller and move in [ ] or will 
get larger and move out [ ] , that is called the SILO effect. As the BI/BO demand is 
increased the disparity between the objects increases thus increasing stereo depth. 
Have the patient walk a step or two forward, this will increase BI demand and 
decrease BO demand. The patient should report a shift in the objects. 
Next, work on the ranges. Increase first the BI demand, then the BO. The patient 
will report a doubling of the images when the range has been exceeded. Work from 
the diplopic area decreasing the demand until single fusion is obtained. Do this 
several times. It is more important to work on the Diplopic Recovery than the 
Diplopic Break. 
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Things to Look For: Does the patient see images presented to both eyes. If 
suppression does occur; have the patient blink his/her eyes, flashing or alternate 
occlusion may also be used. If none of these techniques work see if changing the 
working distance or vergence demand can restore simultaneous perception. 
Make sure the patient is giving the proper responses (Silo, etc.), if they are exactly 
opposite as expected, check the patient's polaroid glasses for proper axis alignment. 
If not, remove the glasses and switch the lens. 
If you suspect the patient is giving you the wrong answers, turn his/her glasses 
around. His/her responses should be opposite, as before. 
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VECTOGRAPH 
(VECTO and Tranaglyphicta) 
Equipment: Vectograph and Tranaglyph Acetates; Vecto Illuminator; and Polaroid 
Glasses. 
Procedure: The therapist should be familiar with each card. The patient puts on the 
polaroid glasses. Make sure the axis orientation is known for proper answers. The 
two acetates are placed in the illuminator in the ortho position. The patient is asked, 
"What do you see?" The patient should see the images presented to both eyes 
(Simultaneous Perception). Ask the patient if any parts or objects on the card appear 
to be in front or behind the acetate. Some objects will appear in front or behind 
(depending on vergence demand). Slowly move the cards apart. Moving the top card 
to the Left or Right will increase the BI or BO demand. Ask the patient if anything 
happens to the picture. If the Base Out demand is increased the object with the 
greater demand will appear to get and _ . If the Base In demand increases 
the object with the greatest demand will appear to get = and =· (The direction 
of BI/BO is depended on the axis orientation of the polaroid glasses.) 
Next, work on the ranges. Increase the BO demand, then the BI demand until 
Diplopia. This is the point where the BilBO range has been exceeded. Work from 
the Diplopic range, decreasing demand (moving cards together) until single vision is 
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obtained. Do this several times. It is more important to work on the Diplopic 
recovery than the Diplopic break. 
Things to Look For: Does the patient see the images presented to both eyes. If 
suppression does occur, have the patient blink his/her eyes, flashing or alternate 
occlusion may also be used. Make sure the patient is giving the proper responses. If 
the opposite answers are given check the axis orientation of the glasses. If you think 
the patient is giving false answers turn the glasses around. The patient should report 
the opposite answers. 
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